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Agenda

- MSU already established for Humanitarian Storage Area (HAS)
- Planned MSU Set up for HAS
- Loan MSUs already established for Partners private use
- Planned MSU to be set up for Partners private use
MSU already established for Humanitarian Storage Area (HSA)
GWOZA

- 2 MSUs of 10X32 capacity available, 640m2, 1920m3
- 1 dedicated for food items and 1 for NFI
- Located at the Stadium complex, Opposite the Humanitarian hub
- Managed by SWNI (local NGO WFP GFD partner)
NGALA

- 2 MSUs of 10X32 capacity available, 640m2, 1920m3
- 1 dedicated for food items and 1 for NFI
- Located at one of the IDP camp
- To be managed by the Danish Refugee Council
- Possibility of moving them to the Hub location
- Possibility of adding 1 more MSU of 10X32
DIKWA

- 2 MSUs of 10X24 and 10X32 capacity available, 560m², 1680m³
- Dedicated for food items mainly
- Each managed by the Christian Aid & Mercy Corps
- Possibility of adding 1 more MSU of 10X32 at Humanitarian Hub Location
NIGERIA

DIKWA
HSA
MONGUNO

- 1 MSU of 10X32 capacity available, 320m², 960m³
- Dedicated for food items mainly
- To be managed by the Solidarites International
- 3 more MSU of 10X32 expected including a prefab for office
MONGUNO
HSA
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Planned MSU set up in the pipeline for Humanitarian Storage Area - HSA)
BAMA

- 1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be installed at Hub location
- Location to be confirmed
MAFA

- 1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be installed at Hub location
- Location to be confirmed
GUBIO

- 1 MSUs of 10x32 capacity to be installed at Hub location
- Location to be confirmed
1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be installed at Hub location
Location to be confirmed
Loaned MSU already established for Partners’ private use
MAIDUGURI

- 1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity installed for MSF-F
- Located at MSF-F warehouse at Coca Cola Factory here in Maiduguri
MSU – MSF-F

NIGERIA
PULKA

- 2 MSU of 10X32 capacity set up for Social Welfare Network Initiative & MSF Spain?
- To be used for food storage & NFI
Planned MSU set up in the pipeline For Private Use
MAIDUGURI

- 1 MSUs of 10X24 capacity to be installed for MDM (Medecins du Monde)
- Possible location at an IDP camp
- To be used as Mobile Clinic
MAIDUGURI

- 1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be installed for MSF-Belgium
- Location to be determined
- To be use for NFI storage
1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be installed for Mercy Corps
Location to be determined
To be used for food storage
MAINOK

- 1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be installed for the Danish Refugee Council
- Location to be determined
- To be used for food storage
FOTOKOL

- 1 MSU of 10X32 capacity to be installed for MSF-Switzerland
- Location to be determined
- To be used for NFI storage
GAJIGANNA & GAJIRAM

- 1 MSU of 10X32 capacity to be installed for ACF. Request on hold at the moment
- Location to be determined
- To be used for food storage
BAMA

- 1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be installed for the Danish Refugee Council
- Location to be confirmed
MAFA

- 1 MSUs of 10X32 capacity to be set up for Danish Refugee Council
The end